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EX: Suppose you have six-sided

die with sides labelled 1,2,3,4,5,6.

Butthrough
experimentation you

realize thateach
outcome is

notequally likely. You
estimate

-

the following
probabilities.

yet
Let's make a probability space.

S =21,2,3,4,5,63
R =5 all subsets ofSh



=[4, E13,523, ...,564,91,23,
91,63, ...., [2,3,53,..0]

Make a probability function

P: 1 ->IR
ww
input output

Define

P(513) =484(533)
=48P(333) =/16

P([23)
=Y8P(243) =464(963)

=48

If Iis an eventfrom
of define

P(z) =[P([wi)
wet

For example,

P(22,4,63) =P(323)
+P(543) +P(363)

men
probability ofrolling

=5 +4 + 8 =56
an even number

*0.5625

~56.25%



And

P([1,2,3,4,54) =P(513)
+P([23) +4(933)

abilityof + P(543) +4(253)

notgetting a
6
=

+a +5 +4+t6
5 20.625=62.5%=

I



Hte:Suppose (S, R,P) is

a probability space and S is finite.

Suppose each outcome win S

is likely, thatis

P([w3)=1for all wins.
ISI

In this case ifE is an event

with n elements, say

7 =Ew,w,...,wa
then

P(f) =P([wi3)
+P([ww3)+... +4([wi)

=is +it...+is
= = formula holds

only wher

so!=-each Outcome

is equally
likely



Ex:Suppose we do the experiment

where we roll
two 6-sided dice.

theseone normal dice, each side is

entsen
S =[(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,61,

(2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,51, (2,6),

(3, 1), (3,2), (3,3), (3,4), (3,5), (3,t),
(4, 1), (4,21, (7,31, (4, 4), (4,5), (4, 6),

(5,1, (5,21, (5,3), (S,4), (5,5), (5,6),
(6,1),(6,2),(6,3),(6,4),(6,5),(6,673
R =[all subsets of 53

151
=36

P([(a,b)3) =551 =36



For example, P([(1,5(3) =56

⑭es

estirn:Whatis the probability

thatthe sum of dice is 7 8
0

Lett be the event
thatthe

sum ofthe dice is 7.

Then,

E =E(1,6),(2,5),13,4), (4,3), (5,2), (6,173

Since all outcomes
are equally weighted,

P(t) =5=5 =5 =0.166

*16.6%



Nte:You can constructa

probabilityspace
when 5 is

countably infinite,
thatis S

is infiniteand you
can listthe

elements. Suppose

S =Ewi,w2,W3, wa,ws,...}

Letus be the setof litelymany more

all subsets of
S.

Define P([wi) for
each i

so that0
=P(4Wi3)-1 and

&P([w=3) =1
i =1

IfE is an event, define

P(z) =24([w3)

em.bea probabilityspace,



them:Let (S, ,P) be

a probability space.

Let- and Fbe events.

Then:

8 P(E)
=1 - 4(E)

.S
② IfEF, then

P(z) =P(F)
S

&F



8
p(fVF) =P(z) +P(F) - P(EnF)

E F

s
④If Eand Iare disjoint,

that is ENF= 4, then

P(EUF)
=P(E) + P(F)

S
F

⑪



orof: See2-7-22 notes

from Spring 22.

-
-

#Suppose we roll two

12-sided dice. Each die

has 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12
on itand are equally likely.

Whatis the probability that

at leastone of the dice is

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or
12 8

⑧

eidieis 4-12

~
I



4
sms) Eis" isin 3
-[(1,1), (5,12), (3,4),0004

Then, 1S1 =12:12 =144

LetE be the eventthat

at leastone
die is a

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12

So,

5 =[(6,12), (4,5),(4,10),...3
too many tocount!



Instead we countE.

We have

Eis the event
that

none ofthe
die are 4,5,...,12.

so,

E =[(1,1),(1,2), (1,3),(2,1), (2,2),

2,31, (3, 1), (3,27, (3,3)3

Then,
9El

=- 6=P(E) =151 144

Thus from the previous
theorem

P(E) =1 - P(E) =1
- to

--75


